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*  

Faith Lutheran College, Redlands, aims to provide quality 
education in which the Gospel of Jesus Christ informs 
all learning and teaching, all human relationships and all 
activities.  

The College’s Mission is to provide quality-learning 
opportunities while nurturing the development of all 
students in a Christ-centred community. 

To support this Mission the School aims to: 
• provide for each child instruction in God’s Word and

its place in our lives; 
• provide a setting where children can respond to

God’s Word through worship and the development of
Christian values, attitudes and relationships;

• provide for each child a wide range of experiences
and activities which will stimulate interest in, and
desire for learning;

• provide an atmosphere where each child is
encouraged to recognise and develop their individual
God-given talents as fully as possible;

• give each child quality instruction in learning areas
across the curriculum as a foundation for future
learning;

• stimulate interest in, and to provide opportunities for,
growth in creative and cultural pursuits;

• provide opportunity for the total mental, physical,
emotional, social and spiritual growth of each child in
a single setting;

• command an atmosphere in which learning is
valued, excellence is encouraged and honest effort
is recognised and praised regardless of academic
capabilities;

• provide each child with an integrated vision and
understanding of the whole of creation and all of life
under the Lordship of Christ.

Central to the College’s Mission and Ministry, Faith 
seeks to nurture students to be guided by core values 
and reflect the characteristics of God – especially: love, 
justice, compassion, forgiveness, service, humility, hope, 
quality, appreciation and courage.  

Our educational philosophy revolves around the belief 
that every child has the right to reach his or her optimum 
levels of functioning and performance in terms of the 
intellectual, physical, social, emotional and spiritual 
dimensions of life and, that these attainments, skills 
and attitudes be used in developing and strengthening 
positive relationships with others in society. 

Students are regarded as unique individuals who have 
specific needs.  The school therefore aims to cater for the 
needs of students along the entire spectrum of learning 
ability.

Our Aims
The College also seeks to foster in students a desire to 
serve their communities by being: 
• self-directed, insightful investigators and learners
• discerning, resourceful problem solvers and

implementers
• adept, creative producers and contributors
• open, responsive communicators and facilitators
• principled, resilient leaders and collaborators
• caring, steadfast supporters and advocates

Faith Lutheran College, Redlands sees each student as 
unique and offers an education program that will allow 
each student to develop their God-given abilities.

Our Belief
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*  

Planning a Learning 
Pathway 
When planning a learning pathway, students are 
encouraged to follow programs that are consistent with 
the following learning beliefs: 

• Learning goes beyond the academic; it includes the
spiritual, physical, emotional and social.

• Learning is life-long.
• Learning follows developmental stages; it is a

process not an event.
• Learning occurs when the individual needs of the

student are met.
We also believe that students whose learning pathway 
has a narrow focus are not prepared adequately for life. 

In Years 11 and 12 every student at Faith Lutheran 
College, Redlands must study: 

• Religion and Ethics
• English (English, English Literature or English

Essential)
• One Mathematics Subject (Essential Mathematics,

General Mathematics, Mathematical Methods
or Specialist Mathematics in conjunction with
Mathematical Methods)

In addition, students choose a Learning Pathway from 
the following options:

1. ATAR pathway designed for students who want
to study a standard learning course consisting of
General (ATAR) subjects

2. ATAR + Diploma pathway designed for students
who want to study General subjects and complete a
Diploma of Business.

3. ATAR + Certificate III / IV VET designed for students
who want to study General subjects and complete a
Certificate III or IV VET course.

4. Work Education pathway designed for students who
are looking for flexibility of learning and entering the
workforce or VET related options after school.

NB. ALL ATAR PATHWAYS ALLOW FOR DIRECT 
UNIVERSITY ENTRY.
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2022 Senior School Learning Pathways
PATHWAYS TO ACHIEVE:
1. QCE – 20 Credit Points (all General and Applied subjects worth 4 credit points)
2. 7 subjects studied with 3 Core Subjects – Religion and Ethics, English, Mathematics (4 Semesters)

STANDARD ATAR PATHWAY
• Status Quo - minimum 5 GENERAL subjects
• Sciences/Medical/Physio
• Option of 1 study line

WORK EXPERIENCE is OPTIONAL in HOLIDAYS.

ATAR + DIPLOMA OF BUSINESS
• 5 GENERAL subjects + Diploma of Business
• Diploma of Business - virtual classroom + school support
• QCE value is 8 credit points
• Option of 1 study line

WORK EXPERIENCE is OPTIONAL in HOLIDAYS.

ATAR + 1 Certificate III / IV Course and / or Applied Subject
• 4 GENERAL subjects + 1 Certificate III / IV Course
• 4 GENERAL SUBJECTS + 1 Applied Subject

WORK EXPERIENCE 
Programmed for all non-school based trainees - 1 day per week.

Optional in holidays for other students.

WORK EDUCATION PATHWAY (Non-ATAR)
Personalised Program (FLCR/TAFE/Workplaces)

• MAXIMUM of 3 General Subjects to be studied + VET or Applied Subjects
• Options -

1. School-Based Apprenticeship. Up to 2 week block - 2 weeks at school or 2
weeks at workplace.

2. TAFE study
3. Certificate Courses on campus or RTO

• MAXIMUM 1 Cert II course can be studied.

WORK EXPERIENCE 
Programmed for all non-school based trainees on request - 1 day per week.

Optional in Holidays.
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Categories of Subjects
Senior subjects are grouped into three categories: 

1. GENERAL— a subject for which a syllabus has been
developed by the QCAA with the following characteristics:
results from courses developed from General syllabuses
contribute to the QCE; General subjects have an external
assessment component; results may contribute to ATAR
calculations.

2. APPLIED — a subject whose primary pathway is work and
vocational education; it emphasises applied learning and
community connections; a subject for which a syllabus
has been developed by the QCAA with the following
characteristics: results from courses developed from
Applied syllabuses contribute to the QCE; results may
contribute to ATAR calculations.

3. ADDITIONAL LEARNING OPTIONS — the flexibility of the
Queensland Certificate of Education allows students to
embrace a number of different pathways to education
and training while still attending school. For example,
students can: undertake a school-based traineeship
or apprenticeship, undertake a Diploma or Certificate
level course offered at school, attend TAFE to begin or
complete a Certificate I – IV or Diploma course, be invited
to enrol in subjects at university.

ADDITIONAL LEARNING OPTIONS explained:
School-based Certificate and Diploma courses on 
Campus
Several Certificate courses are offered directly through 
our faculties here at school as a part of the regular 
learning program. The benefits of selecting a certificate 
course offered through the school include: 
• Students can access a practical course that relates

directly to their future career.
• Students can gain valuable points towards their

Queensland Certificate of Education (completed
Certificate III Courses generally contribute 8 points
towards the 20 points required for a QCE).

• Students will not be required to travel off-site to
complete the qualification, as they are undertaken at
school as a part of the regular learning program.

Vocational Education and Training (VET) through a 
Registered Training Organisation (RTO) off Campus
If the certificate courses we offer through the school do 
not fit with your future plans, you can also undertake 
a Certificate qualification through a RTO provider. 
Vocational Education offers students the opportunity to 
complete full qualifications alongside their secondary 
schooling and is a great study option for students 
seeking work, TAFE or university entrance beyond Year 
12. Benefits of undertaking a Certificate or Diploma level
course through a RTO one day per week include those
listed above, and in addition:
• Students will be better prepared for further study,

having experienced the requirements of adult
learning.

• Students will receive a foundation of study that is
both experiential and practical.

• Students will be provided with a qualification that will
allow direct entry into the workforce.

• Students may be able to reduce the time taken to
complete a university degree.

Vocational Education qualifications can provide an 
excellent foundation of knowledge for further university 
study and are often considered favourably by many 
receiving organisations. Students electing to complete 
a vocational qualification will still complete an additional 
six subjects to study at FLCR as a part of their senior 
secondary curriculum. 

For further information on available Vocational 
Education qualifications, please see the Vocational 
Education Coordinator.
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How do I choose my 
subjects?
In order to maximise your performance and reach your 
goals, you should study the subjects that you enjoy and 
in which you excel. It is a good idea to keep your options 
open by taking prerequisite subjects required for tertiary 
studies, however, if you choose subjects that you find too 
difficult, or that are not suited to you, you may actually 
reduce your results. This can impact on the ATAR you 
achieve. If a university or TAFE course you are interested 
in has a prerequisite subject you find too difficult at school, 
you should think about how you will be able to achieve 
what is required by that course at university level. If you 
are aiming for an 85 or above ATAR, you MUST study 
at least 5 general subjects. 

Important questions to consider when choosing a 
pathway and selecting subjects: 

• What subjects do I enjoy?
• In which subjects do I perform well?
• What are the possible pathways I am considering for

the future?
• What are the possible university courses I am

interested in pursuing?
• Am I interested in pursuing a trade or apprenticeship?
• Subjects that you need as tertiary prerequisites

DO NOT choose your subjects for the following reasons: 

1. “My friend is taking that subject.” Just because your
friends are in the subject doesn’t mean that you will
enjoy the subject.

2. “I do/don’t really like the teacher.” There is no
guarantee that you will have any particular teacher.

3. “Someone told me that the subject is fun (or easy, or
interesting).” It may be enjoyable/easy/interesting for
someone but not necessarily for you. Make up your
own mind based on what you enjoy.

4. “Someone told me that the subject is boring.” See
point 3.

5. “Someone told me that I do/don’t need that subject
for the course I want to take at university.” Check
tertiary prerequisites or see the Dean of Studies.

If you haven’t already, discuss the answers to these 
questions with your parents, the Dean of Studies, VET 
Coordinator or your PCG teacher. You may wish to write 
down your answers for reference when making your 
subject selections.

Additional information: 

Year 11 and 12 students;
• MUST study 7 subjects in both Year 11 and Year 12

with one being ‘Religion and Ethics’
• MUST study either English, Literature OR Essential

English; students can do both English and Literature
if desired

• MUST study either Essential Mathematics, General
Mathematics OR Mathematical Methods

• STUDENTS electing to undertake Essential English
should have a vocational pathway

• STUDENTS wanting to study Specialist Mathematics
must also study Mathematical Methods

• STUDENTS wanting to study Physics are advised to
also study Mathematical Methods

Every effort will be made to ensure that student 
preferences are accommodated, subject to student 
numbers and timetable constraints.
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Queensland Certificate of Education 
(QCE)
Faith Lutheran College Redlands expects all students completing Year 12 to 
attain a QCE as a minimum qualification standard. 

The Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE) qualification will be awarded 
to eligible students by the Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority 
(QCAA). 

The QCE offers flexibility in what, where and when students learn. This means 
that not all learning needs to take place at school. The QCE recognises broad 
learning options – academic, vocational education, workplace learning and 
university subjects. Different types of learning attract different numbers of 
credits.

Students in Queensland are issued with a Senior Education Profile upon 
completion of Year 12. For more detailed information regarding QCAA 
requirements including the Senior Statement, you can download the QCE 
Handbook from the QCAA website.

QCE
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What is an ATAR? 
The ATAR is a fine-grained rank order of students. It’s a number between 0.00 and 99.95 with increments of 0.05. The 
ATAR is commonly used in other states and territories of Australia for Tertiary Entrance.

Calculating ATARs 
The Queensland Tertiary Admissions Centre (QTAC) is responsible for calculating students’ ATARs. QTAC will calculate 
ATARs based on either: 
• a student’s best five General (currently Authority) subject results, as is currently the case for the OP   
  system; or 
•  a student’s best results in a combination of four General subject results, plus an applied learning    

  subject result.

Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR)

Best five QCAA General Subjects

Best four QCAA General Subjects
+

The best result in a:
QCAA Applied (currently Authority registered subject or 

Subject Area Syllabus subject)
or

Certificate III
or

Certificate IV
or

Diploma
or

Advanced Diploma

• English as a requirement for ATAR eligibility.
• In the new system of tertiary entrance, eligibility for an ATAR will require satisfactory completion of a QCAA 

English subject.
• Satisfactory completion will require students to attain a result that is equivalent to a Sound Level of Achievement 

in an English subject.
• While students must meet this standard to be eligible to receive an ATAR, it won’t be mandatory for a student’s 

English result to be included in the calculation of their ATAR.

If a student is eligible for an ATAR in both categories, QTAC will use their highest ATAR.



Example Year 11 and 12 Programs
Year 11 Year 12 Level of Achievement QCE Credits Eligibility

English (General) English (General) Pass (C- or better) 4 ATAR eligible:
Student studied 
and completed 
a minimum of 5 
General subjects

Maths Methods (General) Maths Methods (General) Pass (C- or better) 4
Religion and Ethics 
(Applied)

Religion and Ethics 
(Applied)

Pass (C- or better) 4

Legal Studies (General) Legal Studies (General) Pass (C- or better) 4
Design (General) Design (General) Pass (C- or better) 4 QCE eligible:

Received 28 cred-
its (minimum of 20 
required)

Business (General) Business (General) Pass (C- or better) 4
Biology (General) Biology (General) Pass (C- or better) 4

STUDENT A

STUDENT B
Year 11 Year 12 Level of Achievement QCE Credits Eligibility

English (General) English (General) Pass (C- or better) 4 ATAR eligible:
Student studied 
and completed 
a minimum of 4 
General subjects + 
1 VET subject

Maths Methods (General) Maths Essential (Applied) Maths Methods result 
D
Pass (C- or better)

0

2
Religion and Ethics 
(Applied)

Religion and Ethics 
(Applied)

Pass (C- or better) 4

Legal Studies (General) Legal Studies (General) Pass (C- or better) 4
Design (General) Design (General) Pass (C- or better) 4 QCE eligible:

Received 30 cred-
its (minimum of 20 
required)

Cert III Business (VET) Cert III Business (VET) Competent 8
Biology (General) Biology (General) Pass (C- or better) 4

STUDENT C
Year 11 Year 12 Level of Achievement QCE Credits Eligibility

English (General) English (General) Pass (C- or better) 4 ATAR eligible:
Student studied 
and completed 
a minimum of 4 
General subjects 
+ 1 Applied or VET
subject

Maths Methods (General) Maths Essential (Applied) Non-Pass in Year 12 2
Religion and Ethics 
(Applied)

Religion and Ethics 
(Applied)

Pass (C- or better) 4

Legal Studies (General) Legal Studies (General) Non-Pass 0

Design (General) Design (General) Non-Pass 0 QCE eligible:
Received 22 cred-
its (minimum of 20 
required)

Cert III Business 
(VET)

Cert III Business 
(VET)

Competent 8

Furnishing (Applied) Furnishing (Applied) Pass (C- or better) 4

STUDENT D
Year 11 Year 12 Level of Achievement QCE Credits Eligibility

English (General) English Essential 
(Applied)

English Year 11 D
English Essential 
Pass (C- or better)

0

2

ATAR ineligible:
Student studied 
and completed 2  
General subjects 
(Minimum of 4 + 
1 Applied or VET 
subject required)

Maths Methods (General) Maths Essential (Applied) Maths Methods D
Maths Essential 
Pass (C- or better)

0

2
Religion and Ethics 
(Applied)

Religion and Ethics 
(Applied)

Pass (C- or better) 4

Furnishing (Applied) Furnishing (Applied) Pass (C- or better) 4
Design (General) Design (General) D 0 QCE eligible:

Received 24 cred-
its (minimum of 20 
required)

Cert III Business 
(VET)

Cert III Business 
(VET)

Competent 8

Biology (General) Biology (General) Pass (C- or better) 4
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Topics covered:
• Unit 1: Introduction to literary studies 
• Unit 2: Intertextuality 
• Unit 3: Literature and identity 
• Unit 4: Independent explorations 

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_literature_19_syll.pdf

General Mathematics
Recommended:
A minimum of a C standard in Year 10 Mathematics.

Comments:
General Mathematics is suited to students who are 
interested in pathways beyond school that lead to tertiary 
studies, vocational education or work. A course of study 
in General Mathematics can establish a basis for further 
education and employment in the fields of business, 
commerce, education, finance, IT, social science and 
the arts.  The course incorporates a practical approach 
that equips learners for their needs as future citizens. 
Students will learn to ask appropriate questions, map out 
solutions, reason about complex solutions, set up models 
and communicate in different forms.  

Topics covered:
• Unit 1: Money, Measurement, Linear Relations and 

their Graphs
• Unit 2: Trigonometry, Algebra, Univariate Data     

Analysis
• Unit 3: Bivariate Data Analysis, Growth and Decay 

Sequences, Earth Geometry
• Unit 4: Investments and Annuities, Graphs and     

Networking

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_maths_general_19_syll.pdf

Mathematical Methods
Recommended:
A minimum of a B in Year 10 Mathematics.

Comments:
Experience in solving equations and being able to 
use algebra with proficiency would be advantageous. 
Assessment tasks will require students to be able to 
communicate their mathematics in a manner that is 
easily understood. This course is developed for those 
students who are wanting to study Science/Engineering/
Mathematics at university.

Topics covered:
Building on the elements and skills of Mathematics, 
students will learn:
• Unit 1: Algebra, statistics and functions
• Unit 2: Calculus and further functions
• Unit 3: Further calculus
• Unit 4: Further functions and statistics

Subject Offerings
GENERAL SUBJECTS

English 
Recommended:
A minimum of a C standard in Year 10 English. English is 
suited to students who are interested in pathways beyond 
school that lead to tertiary studies, vocational education 
or work. 

Comments:
English offers students opportunities to enjoy language 
and be empowered as functional, purposeful, creative 
and critical language users who understand how texts can 
convey and transform personal and cultural perspectives.

Topics covered:
• Unit 1: Perspectives and texts
• Unit 2: Texts and culture 
• Unit 3: Textual connections 
• Unit 4: Close study of literary texts

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_english_19_syll.pdf

Literature 
Recommended:
A minimum of a B standard in Year 10 English.  Literature 
is suited to students who are interested in pathways 
beyond school that lead to tertiary studies, vocational 
education or work. 

Comments:
The subject Literature focuses on the study of literary texts, 
developing students as independent, innovative and 
creative learners and thinkers who appreciate the 
aesthetic use of language, analyse perspectives and 
evidence, and challenge ideas and interpretations 
through the analysis and creation of varied literary texts. 

In Year 11, students MUST study two complete texts 
and two additional texts that are either complete, or a 
selection of extracts from a range of texts. Texts studied 
must include:
• one novel
• one play or screenplay
• a collection of poetry (at least five poems)
• one film or episode of a television series
• one text must be Australian.

In Year 12, students MUST study three complete texts 
and three additional texts that are either complete, or a 
selection of extracts from a range of texts. Texts studied 
must include:
• one novel
• one play or screenplay
• a collection of poetry (at least ten poems)
• one film or episode of a television series
• one text must be Australian.
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QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_biology_19_syll.pdf

Chemistry  
Recommended:  
Achievement of at least a C+ in Year 10 Chemistry; pass 
in English and Mathematics.

Comments:  
Chemistry is a general subject suited to students who are 
interested in pathways beyond school that lead to tertiary 
studies, vocational education or work. A course of study 
in Chemistry can establish a basis for further education 
and employment in the fields of forensic science, 
environmental science, engineering, medicine, pharmacy 
and sports science.

Topics covered:
• Unit 1: Chemical fundamentals – structure,

properties and reactions
• Unit 2:  Molecular interactions and reactions
• Unit 3:  Equilibrium, acids and redox reactions
• Unit 4:  Structure, synthesis and design

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_chemistry_19_syll.pdf

Physics  
Recommended:
Strong achievement (eg A or B) in Year 10 Mathematics 
and a minimum C+ in Year 10 Physics. A pass in English 
is also recommended.

Comments:
It is a requirement that students study Mathematics 
Methods concurrently with Physics. Physics is  suited to 
students who are interested in pathways beyond school 
that lead to tertiary studies, vocational education or work. 
A course of study in Physics can establish a basis for 
further education and employment in the fields of science, 
engineering, medicine and technology.

Topics covered:
The four units of study are:

• Unit 1:  Physics of Motion
• Unit 2:  Einstein’s Famous Equation
• Unit 3:  The Transfer and Use of Energy
• Unit 4:  Electromagnetism and Quantum Theory

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_physics_19_syll.pdf

QCAA subject guide:
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_maths_methods_19_syll.pdf

Specialist Mathematics  
Recommended: 
A minimum of a B in Year 10 Mathematics.
Mathematical Methods must also be studied in conjunction 
with Specialist Mathematics.

Comments: 
Experience in solving equations and being able to 
use algebra with proficiency would be advantageous. 
Assessment tasks will require students to be able to 
communicate their mathematics in a manner that is 
easily understood.  This course is developed for those 
students who are wanting to study Computer Science/ 
Engineering/ Mathematic/ Electronics at university.

Topics covered: 
Building on the elements and skills of Mathematics, 
students will learn:
• Unit 1: Combinatorics, vector and proof
• Unit 2: Complex numbers , trigonometry, functions

and matrices
• Unit 3: Mathematical induction, and further vectors,

matrices and complex numbers
• Unit 4: Further calculus and statistical inference

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_maths_specialist_19_syll.pdf

Biology  
Recommended:   
Proficiency in English language is important and a 
minimum of a C in Year 10 Biology, Chemistry or Physics 
is recommended.

Comments:   
Biology is suited to students who are interested in 
pathways beyond school that lead to tertiary studies, 
vocational education or work. A course of study in 
Biology can establish a basis for further education 
and employment in the fields of medicine, forensics, 
veterinary, food and marine sciences, agriculture, 
biotechnology, environmental rehabilitation, biosecurity, 
quarantine, conservation and sustainability.

Topics covered:  
Biology provides opportunities for students to study living 
systems.
• Unit 1: Students develop their understanding of cells

and multicellular organisms.
• Unit 2: Students engage with the concept of human

immune system and community health.
• Unit 3: Students study  biodiversity, ecosystems and

the impact of human activity.
• Unit 4: Students engage with the concepts of

genetics and patterns of inheritance.
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of data.  Studying Geography can lead to tertiary 
studies, vocational education or work in fields requiring 
spatial technologies including urban and environmental 
design, sciences; conservation and land management; 
emergency response surveying, engineering, and 
architecture. 

Topics covered:
The following topics and subtopics are covered over the 
two year Geography course:

• Unit 1: Responding to Risk and Vulnerability in
Hazard Zones

o Natural hazard zones
o Ecological hazard zones

• Unit 2: Planning Sustainable Places
o Responding to challenges facing a place

in Australia
o Managing changes facing a megacity

• Unit 3: Responding to Land Cover Transformations
o Land cover transformations and climate

change
o Responding to local land cover

transformations

• Unit 4: Managing Population Change
o Population challenges in Australia
o Global population change

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_geography_19_syll.pdf

Modern History  
Recommended:  
Minimum of a C in HASS based subject and English in 
Year 10.

Comments:
Modern History enables students to examine traces of 
humanity’s recent past so they may form their own views 
about the Modern World. It enables students to learn that 
the past is contestable and tentative, made up of various 
perspectives and interpretations. Students develop the 
ability to  empathise with others and make meaningful 
connections between the past, present and possible 
futures. Modern History is suited to students who are 
interested in tertiary studies, vocational education or work, 
in the fields of history, education, psychology, sociology, 
law, business, economics, politics, and journalism.

Topics covered:
Modern History covers four major topics, with two 
subtopics chosen each semester. The four major topics 
are:

• Unit 1: Ideas in the Modern World
• Unit 2: Movements in the Modern World
• Unit 3: National Experiences in the Modern

World
• Unit 4: International Experiences in the Modern

World

Marine Science  
Recommended:  
Proficiency in English language and Mathematics is 
important and a minimum of a C in a year 10 science is 
recommended.

Comments: 
Marine Science is suited to students who are interested 
in pathways beyond school that lead to tertiary studies, 
vocational education or work. Marine Science provides 
opportunities for students to study an interdisciplinary 
science focusing on marine environments and the 
consequences of human influences on ocean resources.  
A course of study in Marine Science can establish 
a basis for further education and employment in the 
fields of marine sciences, biotechnology, aquaculture, 
environmental rehabilitation, biosecurity, quarantine, 
conservation and sustainability.

Topics covered:  
Marine studies provides opportunities for students to 
study oceanography.
• Unit 1 : Students study Marine Biology
• Unit 2 : Students link the connections and changes

within marine systems
• Unit 3 : Students explore ocean issues and in
• Unit 4: Students investigate resource management

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_marine_science_19_syll.pdf

Geography 
Recommended:  
Minimum of a C in HASS based subject and English in 
Year 10.

Comments:
In Geography, students engage in a range of learning 
experiences that develop their geographical skills 
and thinking through the exploration of geographical 
challenges and their effects on people, places and 
the environment. Fieldwork is central to the study of 
Geography providing authentic opportunities for students 
to engage in real-world applications of geographical skills 
and thinking, including the collection and representation 
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in public, private and not-for-profit sectors.

Topics covered:
The following topics will be covered over the two year 
course within the context of the stages of the business life 
cycle and supported by real business cases.

• Unit 1: Business Creation
o Fundamentals of business
o Creation of business ideas

• Unit 2: Business Growth
o Establishment of a business
o Entering markets

• Unit 3: Business Diversification
o Competitive markets
o Strategic development

• Unit 4: Business Evolution
o Repositioning a business
o Transformation of a business

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_business_19_syll.pdf

Design  
Recommended:  
Solid sketching skills would be an advantage. 

Comments:
The Design subject focuses on the application of 
design thinking to envisage creative products, services 
and environments in response to human needs, wants 
and opportunities. It is an excellent course for anyone 
considering a future in architecture, engineering, product 
or mechanical design. Students will use the design 
process and both divergent and convergent thinking to 
produce responses to a variety of design contexts. 

Topics covered:
• Unit 1:   Design in practice
• Unit 2:   Commercial design
• Unit 3:   Human-centred design
• Unit 4:   Sustainable design

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_design_19_syll.pdf

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_modern_history_19_syll.pdf

Legal Studies
Recommended:  
Minimum of a C in Legal Studies or HASS and English 
in Year 10.

Comments:
Legal Studies explores the role and development of 
law in response to current issues. It enables students 
to appreciate how the legal system is relevant to them 
and their communities. It enhances a student’s ability to 
contribute in an informed and considered way to legal 
challenges and change, both in Australia and globally. It 
is suited to students pursuing tertiary studies, vocational 
education or work in fields of law, law enforcement, 
criminology, justice studies and politics.

Topics covered: 
Students study four main units, which incorporate a 
number of sub-topics. These are:

• Unit 1: Beyond Reasonable Doubt
o Legal Foundations
o Criminal Investigation Process
o Criminal Trial Process
o Punishment and Sentencing

• Unit 2: Balance of Probabilities
o Civil Law Foundations
o Contractual Obligations
o Negligence and the Duty of Care

• Unit 3: Law, Governance and Change
o Governance in Australia
o Law Reform within a Dynamic Society

• Unit 4: Human Rights in Legal Contexts
o Human Rights
o The Effectiveness of International Law
o Human Rights in Australian Contexts

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_legal_studies_19_syll.pdf

Business 
Recommended:  
Minimum of a C in Year 10 Business or HASS and a C 
in English

Comments:
Business exposes students to authentic and real-life 
practices whilst learning a range of concepts, theories, 
processes and strategies relevant to leadership, 
management and entrepreneurship. Students explore 
business environments and investigate the influence 
on and implications for strategic development in the 
functional areas of finance, human resources, marketing 
and operations. It is a subject that is suitable for students 
moving into tertiary studies, vocational education or work, 
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• Unit 3: Innovations
o Make and respond to music that

demonstrates innovative use of music
elements and concepts.

• Unit 4: Narratives
o Develop understanding about the

expressive powers of music to convey
narrative.

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_music_19_syll.pdf

Music Extension (Year 12 Only)
Recommended:  
Students must be studying Year 11 and 12 Music to be 
eligible for this 1 year course.

Comments:
In Music Extension, students follow an individual program 
of study designed to continue the development of refined 
musicianship skills. Music Extension encourages students 
to investigate music concepts and ideas relevant to their 
specialisation.

Topics covered:
In the Composition specialisation (making), students 
create and resolve new music works. They demonstrate 
use of music concepts and manipulate music concepts to 
express meaning and/or emotion to an audience through 
resolved compositions. In the Musicology specialisation 
(responding), students investigate and analyse music 
works and ideas. They synthesise analytical information 
about music, and document sources and references 
about music to support research. In the Performance 
specialisation (making), students realise music works, 
demonstrating technical skills and understanding. They 
make decisions about music, interpret music elements 
and concepts, and express music ideas to realise their 
performances.

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_music_ext_20_syll.pdf

Digital Solutions
Recommended:  
Students who have studied ICT will be at an advantage.

Comments:
In Digital Solutions, students learn about algorithms, 
computer languages and user interfaces through 
generating digital solutions to problems. They engage 
with data, information and applications to create digital 
solutions that filter and present data in timely and 
efficient ways while understanding the need to encrypt 
and protect data. They understand computing’s personal, 
local and global impact, and the issues associated with 
the ethical integration of technology into our daily lives. 
Digital Solutions would be an excellent start for anyone 
wishing to pursue IT, web design, or systems analysis 
courses at university.

Topics covered:
• Unit 1: Creating with code
• Unit 2: Application and data solutions
• Unit 3: Digital innovation
• Unit 4: Digital impacts

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_digital_solutions_19_syll.pdf

Music  
Recommended:  
There are no formal prerequisites, however students who 
have studied Music will be at an advantage.

Comments:
Music is a unique art form that uses sound and silence 
as a means of personal expression. It allows for the 
expression of the intellect, imagination and emotion and 
the exploration of values. Music occupies a significant 
place in everyday life of all cultures and societies, serving 
social, cultural, celebratory, political and educational 
roles.
The study of music combines the development of cognitive, 
psychomotor and affective domains through making and 
responding to music. The development of musicianship 
through making (composition and performance) and 
responding (musicology) is at the centre of the study of 
music.

Topics covered:
• Unit 1: Designs

o Explore music elements and concepts
to understand the way music is
designed.

• Unit 2: Identities
o Make and respond to music that

expresses cultural, political and social
identities.

o Explore own musical identity.
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Topics covered:
• Unit 1:  Art as Lens - perceptions of the material 

world through a personal and contemporary context. 
• Unit 2: Art as Code - interpretations of art as a 

coded visual language.
• Unit 3: Art as Knowledge - develop highly 

personalised responses relevant to the concept.
• Unit 4:  Art as Alternate.

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_visual_art_19_syll.pdf

Physical Education 
Recommended:  
N/A

Comments:  
A course of study in Physical Education can establish a 
basis for further education and employment in the fields 
of exercise science, biomechanics, the allied health 
professions, psychology, teaching, sport journalism, 
sport marketing and management, sport promotion, sport 
development and coaching. The senior HPE syllabus 
focusses on integrating the theory concepts with the 
practical in order to develop a deeper understanding.

Topics covered:
• Unit 1: Motor learning, functional anatomy, 
• biomechanics and physical activity.
• Unit 2: Sport psychology, equity and physical activity
• Unit 3: Tactical awareness, ethics and integrity and 

physical activity
• Unit 4: Energy, fitness and training and physical 

activity

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/syllabus-
es/snr_pe_19_syll.pdf 

Drama  
Recommended:  
Proficiency in English language is important.

Comments:
Experience in Year 10 Drama could be advantageous. 
Assessment tasks require students to develop skills in 
acting, script writing and critiquing theatre. The Year 11 
and 12 study program involves a balance of performance 
base and written work.  Students will need to be com-
mitted to rehearsals both in and outside of class time, 
including small group work for some tasks. This course 
is developed for students who intend to study performing 
arts at university or who enjoy the theatre.

Topics covered:
• Unit 1: Share - shared understanding of human 

experience.
• Unit 2: Reflect - drama reflects human experience.
• Unit 3: Challenge - our understanding of humanity.
• Unit 4: Transform - transform dramatic practice.

QCAA subject guide:
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_drama_19_syll.pdf

Visual Art
Recommended:  
The study of Art in Year 10 would be advantageous.

Comments: 
Visual Art is suited to students who wish to express 
themselves visually using a variety of creative materials, 
techniques, processes and technologies.   Equipped with 
visual literacy skills and an understanding of the creative 
process, students will be confident to pursue tertiary 
education and employment in a wide range of creative 
industries that require students or employees to be 
innovative, critical thinkers and effective problem solvers.  
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APPLIED SUBJECTS
Religion and Ethics  
Religion and Ethics is a compulsory subject - all students 
in Year 11 and Year 12 are required to study Religion and 
Ethics.  

Recommended:  
N/A

Comments:
Religion and Ethics introduces students to the world of 
religion and spirituality, which are integral components 
of the fabric of all cultures. It aims to give the students 
a clear understanding and appreciation of the Christian 
story through an exploration of the biblical text and 
Christian literature. The core of the Religion and Ethics 
program focuses on the personal, relational and spiritual 
dimensions of human experience.

Topics covered:
• Core topic 1: Religions of the World
• Core topic 2: Peace and Conflict
• Core topic 3: Ethics and Morality
• Core topic 4: Good and Evil
• Core topic 5: Meaning and Purpose and Social

Justice

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_religion_19_app_syll.pdf

Essential English 
Recommended:  
Proficiency in the English language. Essential English is 
an Applied subject suited to students who are interested 
in pathways beyond Year 12 that lead to vocational 
education and work.

Comments:
The subject Essential English develops and refines 
students’ understanding of language, literature and 
literacy to enable them to interact confidently and 
effectively with others in everyday, community and social 
contexts. The subject encourages students to recognise 
language and texts as relevant in their lives now and in 
the future and enables them to understand, accept or 
challenge the values and attitudes in these texts.

Topics covered:
• Unit 1: Language that works
• Unit 2: Texts and human experiences
• Unit 3: Language that influences
• Unit 4: Representations and popular culture

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_ess_english_19_app_syll.pdf

Japanese
Recommended:  
A C+ minimum Year 10 Japanese, or the ability to read 
and write Hiragana and Katakana.

Comments: 
The study of an additional language such as Japanese is an 
important 21st century skill. Students develop knowledge, 
understanding and skills that enable participation in a 
global society. Additional language aquisition contributes 
to and enriches intellectual, educational, linguistic, 
metacognitive, personal, social and cultural development.  
Aquiring an additional language expands students 
horizons and provides opportunity to use the language in 
a meaningful way through the exchange of information, 
ideas and perspectives relevant to their life experiences.

Topics covered: 
• Unit 1: My World
• Unit 2: Exploring our World
• Unit 3: Our Society
• Unit 4: My Future

QCAA subject guide:
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_japanese_19_syll.pdf
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Visual Arts in Practice
Recommended:  
The completion of Year 9 and 10 Art would be 
advantageous, but not essential.

Comments: 
Visual Arts in Practice focuses on students engaging in 
art making projects for a purpose. It develops creativity 
and problem solving and explores a range of 2D and 3D 
media such as design, drawing, painting, photography, 
video art, sculpture and public art. The subject develops 
in students a range of practical skills as well as the ability 
to design effectively. The emphasis is on how art and 
design can be used in real world situations and could 
lead into such fields as design, styling and photography. 

Topics covered:
• Aspects of Self (Design)
• Totems and Forms (Sculpture)
• Embellishment (Public Art Project)
• Snap and Shoot ( Photography)
• Wearable Art (Design)
• Identity (Video Art)
• The Scape (Mixed Media)
• Sculpting Forms (Sculpture)

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_visual_art_prac_19_app_syll.pdf

Drama in Practice
Recommended:  
The completion of Year 10 Drama would be advantageous, 
but not essential.

Comments: 
Drama in Practice gives students opportunities to plan, 
create, adapt, produce, perform, appreciate and evaluate 
a range of dramatic works or events in a variety of 
settings.

Topics covered:
• Dramatic Principles
• Dramatic Processes

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/

syllabuses/snr_drama_prac_19_app_syll.pdf

Essential Mathematics 
Recommended:  
A minimum of a C standard in Year 10 Core Mathematics.

Comments:
Essential Mathematics is an Applied subject suited to 
students who are interested in pathways beyond Year 12 
that lead to tertiary studies, vocational education or work. 
A course of study in Essential Mathematics can establish 
a basis for further education and employment in the fields 
of trade, industry, business and community services. 
Students will learn within a practical context related to 
general employment and successful participation in 
society, drawing on the mathematics used by various 
professional and industry groups.  Results from Unit 3 
and 4 can contribute toward ATAR calculations.

Topics covered:
• Unit 1: Number, Representing Data, Graphs
• Unit 2: Managing Money, Time and Motion, Data

Collection
• Unit 3: Measurement, Scales, Plans and Models,

Comparing Data
• Unit 4: Bivariate Graphs, Probability, Loans and

Compound interest

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_ess_maths_19_app_syll.pdf

Information and Communication Technology
Recommended:  
There are no formal prerequisites however, students who 
have studied ICT will be at an advantage.

Comments:
The subject Information and Communication Technology 
is concerned with skills in applying knowledge of ICT to 
produce solutions to simulated problems referenced to 
business, industry, government, education and leisure 
contexts. Through practice in problem-solving in a 
variety of contexts, both individually and collaboratively, it 
promotes adaptable, competent and self-motivated users 
and consumers of ICT who can work with clients and 
colleagues to identify issues and solve problems.

Topics covered:
• Core Topic 1: Hardware
• Core Topic 2: Software
• Core Topic 3: ICT in society
• Elective Context 2: Application development
• Elective Context 4: Data management
• Elective Context 9: Website production

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_ict_19_app_syll.pdf
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Comments: Furnishing Skills is a broad based knowledge 
and skills subject that will prepare students for the 
Furnishing industry. Students will obtain work-ready skills 
including an understanding of work situations, machines, 
tools and materials, and an awareness of safety in the 
industry. They will learn how to develop hand and power 
tool skills to construct basic furniture products. Allied 
trades include cabinet making, furniture finishing, flat 
panel construction and wood machining. 

Topics covered: 
• Cabinet making
• Furniture finishing
• Furniture making
• Glazing and framing
• Upholstery
• Industry practices

o Manufacturing enterprises
o Workplace health and safety
o Personal and interpersonal skills
o Product quality

• Production processes
o Specifications
o Tools
o Materials

QCAA subject guide:   
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_furnishing_19_app_syll.pdf

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TRAINING SUBJECTS
Diploma of Business (BSB50215)
Prerequisites:
Minimum of C+ in Year 10 English, and C in Mathematics. 
Students are also required to  successfully complete a 
Literacy and Numeracy Assessment to the minimum 
standard. 

Comments: 
A Diploma is at a level of learning designed to assist the 
learner with entry into a Bachelor program at university, 
rather than entry into employment.  It is undertaken in an 
adult learning environment, so participants are required 
to be independent workers.  The topics included in the 
Diploma are those that will assist in developing knowledge 
and skills that can be applied in the learner’s personal 
life, further study and employment.  Depending on the 
university program chosen, there may be opportunity for 
credit transfer towards first year studies. There is a cost 
associated with this course.  Please contact the Head of 
Secondary for further information.

Topics covered: 
There are 8 units of competency to completed over the two 
years of study.  The topics include:  Marketing, Meetings, 
Project Work, Personal Professional Development, 
Recruiting and Selecting staff, Budgets and Financial 
Plans. Assessment will include quizzes, short written 
responses, reports as well as practical tasks. 

Subject guide:  
https://training.gov.au/training/details/bsb50215  

Fashion 
Recommended:  
Studies of Year 10 Fashion is an advantage, but not 
essential.

Comments: 
Fashion is economically important to consumers and 
producers in both local and international contexts. It 
is a dynamic industry that supports a wide variety of 
vocations, including fashion design, fashion technology, 
fashion merchandising and fashion sales. Fashion is 
an integral part of everyday life, with individuals making 
choices about what clothing and accessories to wear. 
Identity often shapes and is shaped by fashion choices. 

Topics covered:  
The subject Fashion explores what underpins fashion 
culture, technology and design. It incorporates the study 
of three core topics
• Core Topic 1: Fashion culture which explores

fashion history, trends and fashion careers.
• Core Topic 2: Fashion technologies examine textiles

and materials and the technical skills required for
garment, accessory and adornment construction.

• Core Topic 3: Fashion design focuses on the design
process and visual literacies.

QCAA subject guide:  
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_fashion_19_app_syll.pdf

Industrial Graphics Skills
Recommended:  
Students who have studied Graphics or have an 
understanding of Graphics software will be at an 
advantage. 

Comments:  
Manufacturing industries require drafting skills to produce 
the technical drawings and models used in a variety  
of  industries, including  building  and  construction, 
engineering and furnishing.  Potential employment 
opportunities may be found in drafting roles such as 
architectural drafter, estimator, mechanical drafter, 
electrical drafter, structural drafter, civil drafter and survey 
drafter. 

Topics covered: 
• Core Topic 1: Industry practices
• Core Topic 2: Drafting processes and risk

management
• Electives

o Building and construction drafting
o Engineering drafting
o Furnishing drafting

QCAA subject guide:    
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/
syllabuses/snr_ind_graphics_19_app_syll.pdf

Furnishing Skills  
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• Promote team effectiveness
• Develop work priorities
• Prepare a brief of evidence

Subject guide: 
https://training.gov.au/Training/Details/10283NAT

Certificate III in Hospitality  (SITH30616)
(Including SIT20316 Certificate ll in Hospitality)

Prerequisites:
Academic - there are no formal entry requirements for 
this course. It is recommended that students have a pass 
in Year 10 English to demonstrate sufficient spoken and 
written comprehension to successfully complete all study 
and assessment requirements.Attitude – students need 
to demonstrate independent learning skills.

Comments:
This Certificate III course is a combination of both theory 
& practical work and requires the students to participate in 
a structured workplace learning at a variety of hospitality 
establishments such as Sharks Sporting Club, Cleveland 
Bowls Club, Poro Café Finncare, Sirromet Winery & 
Suncorp Stadium. Students are required to complete 
36 shifts over the two years and this may include shifts 
at their current employment if the student works in a 
hospitality establishment. 
This qualification provides students with a range of 
interpersonal skills with a general application in personal 
and working life, as well as specific knowledge and skills 
related to employment within the hospitality industry. 
Students will also be required to purchase a hospitality 
industry uniform at a minimal cost for front and back of 
house operations.
If students don’t complete the Certificate IIl course they 
may gain their Certificate ll Hospitality.

Topics covered:
15 units must be completed in total over the two years (7 
core units and 8 elective)
The core units include: Work effectively with others, 
Source and use information on the hospitality, industry, 
Work effectively in hospitality service, provide service 
to customers, show social & cultural sensitivity, Coach 
others in job skills and Participate in safe work practices.
Some of the Elective units may include: Use hygienic 
practices for food safety; Prepare and present simple 
dishes; Prepare and present sandwiches; Prepare and 
serve espresso coffee; Provide responsible service of 

Certificate III in Business (BSB30115) 
Prerequisites:
Academic - there are no formal entry requirements for 
this course. It is recommended that students have a pass 
in Year 10 English to demonstrate sufficient spoken and 
written comprehension to successfully complete all study 
and assessment requirements.Attitude – students need 
to demonstrate independent learning skills.

Comments: 
The Certificate III in Business includes both theoretical 
and practical elements studied over the two years.  The 
qualification provides students the opportunity to develop 
interpersonal skills that will be apply in their personal life, 
employment, and further study. 

Topics covered: 
There are 12 units of competency in this qualification 
(1 Core and 11 Electives).   The core unit is workplace 
health and safety.  Elective units cover a broad range of  
topics such as: writing business documents, teamwork, 
maintaining financial records,  customer service,  
personal work priorities. Assessment includes a variety of 
activities, such as: online quizzes, short written response 
and practical demonstrations. 

Subject guide:  
https://training.gov.au/training/details/bsb30115

Certificate IV in Crime and Justice Studies 
(10283NAT)
Prerequisites:
Academic - there are no formal entry requirements for 
this course. It is recommended that students have a pass 
in Year 10 English to demonstrate sufficient spoken and 
written comprehension to successfully complete all study 
and assessment requirements.
Attitude – students need to demonstrate independent 
learning skills.

Comments:  
Certificate IV in Crime and Justice Studies is an 
accredited course. The Certificate IV in Crime and Justice 
is designed by justice professionals for people who would 
like to achieve employment in the criminal justice system 
and wish to develop a deeper understanding of the justice 
system. The Certificate IV in Crime and Justice Studies 
course is designed to:
• provide students with a broad understanding of the

justice system
• develop the personal skills and knowledge which

underpin employment in the justice system.
There is a cost associated with this course.  Please 
contact the Head of Secondary for further information.

Topics covered:
• Identify and apply the legal framework
• Communicate with clients on justice related issues
• Prepare documentation for court proceedings
• Analyse social justice issues
• Analyse and present research information
• Apply regulatory powers
• Apply the principles of the law of torts
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alcohol; Prepare and serve non-alcoholic beverages.

Subject guide: 
https://training.gov.au/Training/Details/SIT30616

Certificate III in Fitness (SIS30315)
Prerequisites:
Academic - there are no formal entry requirements for 
this course. It is recommended that students have a pass 
in Year 10 English to demonstrate sufficient spoken and 
written comprehension to successfully complete all study 
and assessment requirements.Attitude – students need 
to demonstrate independent learning skills.

Comments: 
This course is being offered for students to complete on 
campus through Foundation Education’s online program. 
Course work is an even balance of theoretical learning 
and practical activities and experiences. This course is 
developed for students interested in health, fitness and 
exercise.

Topics covered:
Topics include screening and assessing clients, exercise 
programming and goal setting, anatomy and physiology 
and group and individual exercise while working in real 
and simulated exercise environments.
Assessment involves a combination of online quizzes, 
practical demonstrations and assignments.

Subject guide: 
https://training.gov.au/training/details/sis30315

Certificate II in Health Support Services  
(SIS23215)
Prerequisites:
Academic - there are no formal entry requirements for 
this course. It is recommended that students have a pass 
in Year 10 English to demonstrate sufficient spoken and 
written comprehension to successfully complete all study 
and assessment requirements.
Attitude – students need to demonstrate independent 
learning skills.

Comments: 
This qualification p rovides l earners w ith t he knowledge 
and skills to effectively provide support in health services 
sector.  Students undertake training one day per week 
in the purpose-built facility on campus (Health Hub). 
Completion of the Certificate II in Health Support Services, 
can be used as a stepping stone into the Certificate III 
Individual Support Services.This qualification will provide 
credit points towards the Queensland Certificate of 
Education, but does not assist with ATAR.
Topics covered: 
There are 12 units of competency in this qualification 
(4 Core and 8 Electives).  Topics for the core units are:  
Communication, Diversity in the workplace, Infection 
prevention and control, workplace health and safety.  The 
elective units cover a range of options, including:  patient 
support, food preparation, daily work routines, preparation 
and maintenance of beds, transport of patients, team 
effectiveness, deliver mail.

Subject guide: 
https://training.gov.au/training/details/HLT23215

Certificate III in Individual Support 
(CHC33015)
Prerequisites:
It is recommended that students have completed the 
Certicate II in Health Support Services as this will reduce 
the number of units of competency to be completed.  Some 
of the units completed in Certificate I I H ealth Support 
Services provide Credit Transfer into the Certificate III.

Comments:  
Completion of the Certificate I II I ndividual Support 
Services will equip the learner with knowledge and skills 
to undertake a role in personal care.  It can also
be used for further learning into a Diploma, or for ATAR. 
Students attend training one day each week for 12 
months. Classes are held in the purpose-built facility on 
campus (Health Hub). As part of the qualification students 
must complete 120 hours of vocational placement in an 
Aged Care/Disability facility. 

Topics covered:
The Certificate III in Individual Support  has a total of 13 
units of competency:  (7 Core and 6 Electives).  Topics for 
the core units include:  Individualised support, Diversity, 
Communication, Safe work practices, Healthy body 



systems, Supporting independence, Working legally and 
ethically.   Elective units are included in the following 
areas:  Client Support, Administration Food Services, 
Handling goods and mail.

Subject guide: 
https://training.gov.au/training/details/chc33015

Certificate III in Aviation (Remote Pilot)
(AV130419)
Prerequisites:
Academic - there are no formal entry requirements for 
this course. It is recommended that students have a 
pass in Year 10 English to demonstrate sufficient 
spoken and written comprehension to successfully 
complete all study and assessment requirements. 
Attitude – students need to demonstrate independent 
learning skills.

Comments:
This qualification is relevant to individuals operating 
remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS), in compliance 
with relevant regulatory requirements of the Civil 
Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) and national operating 
standards.

Topics:
Remote pilots operating at this level will apply non-
technical and technical knowledge and skills to 
demonstrate autonomy and judgement and will take 
limited responsibility in known and stable operational 
contexts within established regulatory parameters.

Licensing, legislative or certification requirements apply 
to this qualification at the time of publication. This 
qualification aligns to Remote Pilot Licensing 
requirements described in Civil Aviation Safety 
Regulation (CASR) Part 101 — Unmanned aircraft and 
rockets and Part 101 Manual of Standards.

Civil and military personnel seeking certification as 
remote pilots should check requirements with CASA.
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